About
Bitcoin Confidential is a new coin focused on confidentiality. Bitcoin Confidential will be Proof
of Stake on the latest Bitcoin codebase using Ring Signatures for all transactions. SmartCash
(SMART) holders will get an airdrop of 10 Bitcoin Confidential for every 1 SmartCash held.
Bitcoin Confidential is also exploring airdropping coins from other top coins. All Bitcoin
Confidential coins will be fungible; from the genesis block, all transactions will be confidential
to create a genuinely fungible cryptocurrency using Ring Signatures technology.
Release date and blockchain snapshot is anticipated to be Q3/Q4 2018.
Website: https://www.bitcoinconfidential.com/
Discord: https://discord.bitcoinconfidential.com/
Telegram: https://t.me/bitcoinconfidential
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/BitcoinConfidential/
Gab: https://gab.ai/BitcoinConfidential
Twitter: https://twitter.com/btconfidential
Pre-Ann: https://forum.bitcoin.com/alternative-cryptocurrencies-altcoins/bitcoin-confidentialt83383.html

Features
•

Untraceable payments using the RingCT privacy protocol required for all non-staking
transactions to create a fully fungible blockchain for all users.

•

Improved version of Proof-of-Stake Protocol v3.0 with added features.

•

Ring Signatures requires no trusted setup, group, or private key ceremony.

•

Coin generation is trustless, verifiably secure, and with an auditable supply.

•

Stealth addresses which prevents 3rd parties from observing transactions.

•

Cold staking will allow offline wallets to earn rewards for securing the network.

•

Latest Bitcoin codebase for maximum compatibility and new features.

•

Self-funding budget for ongoing development, marketing and support.

Specifications
Name: Bitcoin Confidential
Ticker: TBD
Algorithm: Improved Proof of Stake V3.0
Consensus Type: PoS
Maximum Supply: Limited total supply.
Block Time: TBD
Block Reward: TBD
Block Size: TBD
Transactions per Second: TBD
Coin Maturity for Staking: 225 Confirmations
Stealth Addresses
Anon Transactions using RingCT
Ring Signatures
Cold Staking
Latest Bitcoin Code
Segwit Ready
Lightning Network Ready

FAQ
What is Bitcoin Confidential?
Bitcoin Confidential is a new coin focused on confidentiality that will be Proof of Stake using
Ring Signatures on the latest Bitcoin codebase.
Why the name Bitcoin Confidential?
Confidentiality is a more accurate term than privacy, and the technology is based on Bitcoin code
so it is appropriate to continue the brand connection.
Why does Bitcoin Confidential exist?
To better implement privacy from day one and fulfill the mission that the team believes in, which
is a completely private and fungible blockchain currency that is accessible to everyone.
Why not just add privacy features to SmartCash rather than create a Sister Coin?
Legislation is becoming unfavorable for confidentiality coins, so SmartCash will focus on
merchant adoption first as the primary use case. SmartCash privacy features will be limited to
3rd party implementation, such as wallets with BIP-47.

How is Bitcoin Confidential actually confidential?
Through implementing the Ring Signatures (RingCT) protocol which will be required for every
transaction from the genesis block to ensure all non-staking coin transactions maintain
confidentiality of sender, receiver, and amounts sent.
Will there be an airdrop?
Yes. For every 1 SmartCash in an address to which you hold the private key at the time of the
airdrop blockchain snapshot, you will be able to claim 10 Bitcoin Confidential. Blockheight and
date TBD for this snapshot.
What about an airdrop to Bitcoin holders?
Airdrop ratios for other coin blockchains are TBD, as well as which coins will be supported.
When can we expect Bitcoin Confidential to release?
Release date is anticipated to be Q3/Q4 2018. Announcements will be made regarding
blockchain snapshots for airdrop eligibility ahead of release.
Will there be masternodes?
No, Bitcoin Confidential will not include a masternode mechanism with regards to voting or
uptime requirements for rewards. However, holders may stake their coins to receive rewards for
securing the blockchain, and a node may be helpful to stay connected to the blockchain 24/7.
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Commentary

https://twitter.com/peterktodd/status/953165586334232577

https://twitter.com/zooko/status/863202798883577856

Articles
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/computing/networks/the-crazy-security-behind-the-birth-ofzcash
https://www.wired.com/story/monero-privacy/

Videos
"Ring Confidential Transactions" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHN_B_H_fCs

